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Monitoring visit: main findings
Context and focus of visit
The primary focus of this monitoring visit was to evaluate the progress that leaders
and managers have made post-merger in addressing the main areas for
improvement identified at the previous inspections.
DN Colleges Group was formed in November 2017 following the merger of Doncaster
College and North Lindsey College. Both colleges were graded good at their previous
inspections. At the time of inspection, 5,709 students were on study programmes
and adult learning programmes, and there were 1,631 apprentices.

Themes
How successfully have leaders and managers
made the improvements identified in the postmerger implementation plan?

Significant progress

Leaders and senior managers have a clear vision for the college group post-merger
and promote high expectations for all students and apprentices. Leaders and
governors have invested significantly in the recruitment of senior quality assurance
managers, curriculum leaders and teaching staff to ensure sustained improvement.
As a result, the pace of improvement over the last 12 months has been rapid.
Leaders and managers are highly conscious of their social responsibility. They place
significant emphasis on providing a broad and balanced curriculum which ensures
that students and apprentices have access to challenging and character-building
opportunities alongside the qualifications that they study towards. For example, staff
provide extensive opportunities for students to be involved in projects that make
positive contributions to the communities in which they live.
Leaders and governors have substantially strengthened the approach to governance.
They have introduced highly effective stakeholder boards attended by local
employers and local government representatives. Managers use these boards to
scrutinise local area trends in employment and skills gaps that then influence the
development of college programmes. As a result, managers have designed
apprenticeship and adult learning programmes that provide employers with highly
skilled local people to improve workforce sustainability.
Leaders have developed a highly successful management training programme.
Managers are empowered to lead projects that are aligned to the group’s strategic
aims and that involve both college campuses. As a result, cross-college collaboration
has significantly improved. Managers at each campus work effectively with their
counterpart at the other campus. Consequently, students and apprentices benefit
from access to high-quality shared resources and significant curriculum expertise.
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How well do leaders and managers plan the
curriculum to ensure that learners and
apprentices make good progress and are fully
prepared for their next steps?

Reasonable progress

Leaders and managers have developed strong working relationships with regional
employers. They use these relationships effectively to inform the development of a
curriculum that provides students with the skills that they need to prepare for
sustainable employment. For example, managers have designed a wind turbine
apprenticeship with a large national employer. Apprentices can achieve the Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award, in addition to the apprenticeship standard, which enables them
to develop essential teamwork skills and behaviours.
Teachers of vocational subjects effectively coordinate and sequence the delivery of
theory and practical sessions to ensure that students understand key concepts. They
regularly recap important knowledge to ensure that students transfer it to their longterm memory. Students who demonstrate sound knowledge complete more complex
practical tasks to develop their skills further.
Most curriculum leaders and teachers sequence the curriculum well so that students
and apprentices develop their knowledge and skills successfully during their course.
However, teachers in a few vocational areas do not provide apprentices with clear
direction to help them build on what they know and can do. As a result, apprentices
in these areas do not have sufficient opportunity to develop their understanding of
key vocational concepts.
Managers have identified useful activities to complement the qualifications that
students take and to help students develop the skills that they require for their
future. Teachers have significantly improved work experience opportunities for
students on study programmes. They plan sessions and activities that help students
to develop work-related behaviours. For example, activities such as workplace visits
and overseas trips expose students to employment opportunities and different
cultures.
What actions have leaders and managers taken
to improve teaching practice? What has been the
impact of their actions?

Reasonable progress

Leaders and managers provide substantial opportunities for teachers to develop their
vocational knowledge and expertise. They ensure that staff are kept up to date with
new technologies and initiatives that respond to industry innovation. For example,
curriculum managers in engineering attended a biomass plant to learn about the
purpose of the industry and the processes followed at the plant. Staff use their
knowledge and experience well to design and plan a curriculum that prepares
students for the employment opportunities of the future.
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Leaders and managers have appointed staff to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching
across the organisation and to help drive improvements to teaching, training and
assessment. However, it is too early to judge the full impact on how this has
improved the consistency of the quality of teaching across the group.
Managers and advanced practitioners provide effective support and guidance that
helps teachers to improve their teaching, training and assessment. When necessary,
leaders and managers take appropriate actions following lesson observations, such
as targeted training for individual members of staff. Teachers benefit from crosscollege peer support that enables the sharing of best practice.
How well do teachers in English and mathematics Reasonable progress
use the results of assessment to help learners
and apprentices embed and improve their
knowledge?
Since the merger, leaders have appointed senior managers with responsibility for the
quality of English and mathematics programmes. The new managers provide helpful
training and coaching sessions for staff teaching these subjects to improve their
teaching. This has enabled teachers to improve their understanding of the curriculum
and adapt their delivery to meet fully the needs of their students and apprentices.
Leaders and managers have redesigned the English and mathematics curriculum.
They have introduced regular assessment that identifies both the progress that
students make and the support that they need to develop their knowledge further.
Consequently, the large majority of students improve their understanding of English
and mathematics and improve their grades.
English and mathematics teachers do not routinely use the information from
assessment to inform their teaching. As a result, too many students are unclear how
teaching builds on their existing knowledge. Senior leaders have very recently
introduced a new assessment tool, which provides detailed information for leaders
and teachers about how teaching should address gaps in knowledge. However, it is
too early to judge the impact of this new assessment strategy.
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If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
The Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted)
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and
inspects childcare and children’s social care, and inspects the Children and Family
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council
children’s services, and inspects services for children looked after, safeguarding
and child protection.
If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.
You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence,
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email:
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk.
This publication is available at http://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.
Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.
Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD
T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted
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